
CASE: 1 

1. Title of Practice:   UGC sponsored national seminar entitled “Women Beyond The 

Doorstep: In Indian Context” and Development of Marginalized Section in the 

North East India: Its problems and prospects.” 

2. Objective of the Practice: 

i. To analyse the present status of women in Indian society and the challenges faced 

by them. 

To analyse the problems and prospects of development of marginalized section in 

the NE India. 

ii. 

3. The Context: In spite of the adoption of various policies and strategies by the 

government to promote the status of women and the marginalized section in Indian 

society, there lies a long way to go and achieve the expected goal realising the same. The 

college sponsored 2 UGC sponsored national seminars entitled “Women Beyond the 

Doorstep” and “Development of Marginalized section in the N.E. India: Its problems and 

prospects” 

4. The Practice:  We can never envisage a prosperous nation without the promotion of 

gender equality and development of people irrespective of cast, creed and religion.  The 

college organized two UGC sponsored national seminars entitled “Women Beyond the 

Doorstep: In Indian Context” on 9
th 

January, 2018 and “Development of Marginalized 

section in the N.E. India: Its problems and prospects” on 10
th 

and 11
th 

January, 2018. 

5. Evidence of Success:  Participation of academicians and research scholars in both the 

seminars was really very encouraging.  The research papers in both the seminars were 

being able to throw light on some of their respective issues. Further, the research papers 

presented in both the seminars were published in the form of seminar proceedings, with 

ISBN. 

 

 

 



CASE: 2 

1. Title of Practice:  Workshop on Future Career of Students 

2. Objective of the Practice: 

i. 

ii. 

To improve morale and motivation level of students. 

To encourage and win the confidence of the students in selecting their future 

careers. 

3. The Context: The College is located in rural setup. From its very cradle, the college has 

been imparting higher education especially to the desiring and deserving students of the 

vast rural areas of the institution and its vicinity. So, workshop on career planning helps 

the poor rural students to a great extent in pursuing their proper future career. 

4. The Practice: The Career Counselling Cell of the college in association of Kaziranga 

University, Assam, organized a workshop on Future Career of Students on 17
th 

January, 

2018. Professor Rupam Saikia from Kaziranga University was the guest speaker of the 

same. 

5. Evidence of Success: Students’ participation in the workshop was really very 

supportive.  The workshop proved to be highly beneficial for the students in pursuing 

their future career. 

 


